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Abstract

In recent years, ID controllers have observed an increase in
the use of fraudulently obtained ID documents [1]. This often
involves deception during the application process to get a gen-
uine document with a manipulated passport photo. One of the
methods used by fraudsters is the presentation of a morphed fa-
cial image. Face morphing is used to assign multiple identities to
a biometric passport photo. It is possible to modify the photo so
that two or more persons, usually the known applicant and one or
more unknown companions, can use the passport to pass through
a border control [2]. In this way, persons prohibited from cross-
ing a border can cross it unnoticed using a face morphing attack
and thus acquire a different identity. The face morphing attack
aims to weaken the application for an identity card and issue a
genuine identity document with a morphed facial image. A sur-
vey among experts at the Security Printers Conference revealed
that a relevant number of at least 1,000 passports with morphed
facial images had been detected in the last five years in Germany
alone [1]. Furthermore, there are indications of a high number
of unreported cases. This high presumed number of unreported
cases can also be explained by the lack of morphed photographs’
detection capabilities. Such identity cards would be recognized if
the controllers could recognize the morphed facial images. Vari-
ous studies have shown that the human eye has a minimal ability
to recognize morphed faces as such [2], [3], [4], [5], [6].

This work consists of two parts. Both parts are based on the
complete development of a training course for passport control
officers to detect morphed facial images. Part one contains the
conception and the first test trials of how the training course has
to be structured to achieve the desired goals and thus improve the
detection of morphed facial images for passport inspectors. The
second part of this thesis will include the complete training course
and the evaluation of its effectiveness.

Introduction
This work aims to develop a training course for passport in-

spectors for the recognition of morphed facial images. The fo-
cus is on developing a procedure that will help employees in the
citizens’ office and passport control officers at border crossings
to detect manipulations at suitable points in the image. For this
reason, the training course should take into account both the sce-
nario of border control and the scenario of applying for an identity
card at the citizens’ office. For this purpose, literature research
was started on the standard procedure of ID card control and face
morphing attacks. Subsequently, points of attack in the morph-
ing procedure were identified, and based on this, a concept for
a training course was developed. In connection with this train-
ing course, suitable images and texts will be created to improve
morphing facial images’ recognizability.

Part one will explain the concept of morphing and how this
process can be exploited for identity theft. It contains the con-
ception and the first test trials of how the training course has to
be structured to achieve the desired goals and thus improve the
detection of morphed facial images for passport inspectors. The
second part of this thesis will include the complete training course
and the evaluation of its effectiveness.

Basics
Morphing and Morphing Attack

Morphing is a computer-generated modification of digital
image files in which intermediate transitions are calculated be-
tween two individual images. Through the use of specific distor-
tions, one image is transformed into another. The aim is to create
a transition from the source image to a target image that is as real-
istic as possible. (cf. [6]) Thus, the typical morphing process con-
sists of selecting prominent image elements (facial features such
as mouth, eyes, or outer edges of the face) in the source and target
images and distorting them so that their contours can be made to
match. To achieve the most realistic effects, the source and target
images must look as similar as possible. Figure 1 shows the free
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program FaceMorpher creating a morphed face image.
Biometric facial recognition is widely used for the identifi-

cation or authentication of persons. If a digital passport photo is
modified by morphing, a passport is obtained with two or more
persons’ identification features. Face morphing thus poses a seri-
ous threat to the integrity of facial recognition-based verification.
Attackers have several powerful hardware and software tools at
their disposal that allow digital images to be easily created and
manipulated without creating any perceptible noise on the digi-
tal image. This can undermine the authenticity and integrity of
digital images. When facial images are used to prove a person’s
identity, the facial images’ authenticity can no longer be taken
for granted [8]. In the worst case, unauthorized persons can
be granted access to border control systems or even pass through
them. This circumstance poses an enormous challenge to digital
image forensics. The following figure (Fig. 2) shows the sequence
of a morphing attack.

Application procedure for an identity document at
the Citizens’ Office (Section 6 Passport Act)

Facial biometrics is widely used in secure border control ap-
plications where a person’s identity is verified against an elec-
tronic passport or national identity card. While in a few countries,
the passport’s facial image is captured under controlled conditions
within a trusted authorized entity (e.g., a police station). In most
countries, the applicant is required to submit a facial image. This
approach is still widely used in Europe and the USA. Therefore,
the applicant can provide an image of his face that may be more
similar to his own by using processing techniques. [9]

To apply for a passport at the Citizen’s Office, the appli-
cant must appear in person. The application for a passport is
filled out on the spot with the Citizen’s Office employee. The
applicant only needs to sign the application. For the application,
fingerprints are required by law (flat print of the left and right
index finger). The passport producer will send the passport to
the applying citizen’s office after production. There it can be
accepted by the applicant personally.

Required documents for the passport application (in Europe):

• Valid identity card (passport, identity card, child’s identity
card, child’s passport),

• Current photo in passport format (45 x 35 mm), portrait for-
mat, frontal photo without a border, without headgear and
without covering the eyes (biometric photo),

• If applicable, the previous passport,
• Birth certificate, if applicable.

Required documents for the passport application (in the United
States):

• Complete the Form (DS-11) Application for U.S. Passport
on the State Department website,

• Print completed application. The signature is only done in
the citizen office,

• Have a passport photo taken,
• Photocopy the proof of identity and U.S. Citizenship docu-

ments,
• Calculate fees.

[8]
When applying for a child: the identity card of the present cus-
todian, the declaration of consent if necessary, and a copy of the
identity card of the absent custodian, the proof of custody in the
case of only one custodian. The verification that the biometric
photo submitted also shows the person applying for the passport
is the sole responsibility of the person employed at the Citizen’s
Office who will receive it. A check, e.g., a morphine attack, is
only performed by the naked eye of the person employed in the
citizen’s office. For this reason, it is essential that a possible at-
tack can be detected at this stage to prevent the issuing of a real
document with a morphing facial image.

Passport control procedures at border crossings
Border crossings (see fig. 5) are an essential checkpoint for

tracking down persons who are wanted for crimes committed or
who try to cross a border illegally and could become a threat to the
country concerned. With increasing migration worldwide, border
control authorities have become a significant challenge to detect
anomalies in documents. Countries are continually trying to de-
velop new methods and procedures and use new technologies to
bring such documents to light. Different countries worldwide use
different or more types of border control systems and numerous
biometric capture devices. Some of the types of border control
systems are listed below.

• Manual border control, e.g., the manual border control cabin
or a mobile control,

• Self-Service System (SSS), e.g., a self-service kiosk,
• E-gate, e.g., a gate that uses the facial image as a token,
• Automated Border Control (ABC): This system can be con-

sidered a combination of a self-service system and an e-gate.
e.g., a two-stage, separate person trap system,

• Automated Passport Control (APC) as a U.S. Customs and
Border Protection (CBP) program that streamlines the entry
process for U.S. citizens. [10]

The following types of biometric capture devices are avail-
able:

Two-Modality Systems
These systems are very well able to capture both fingerprints

and facial images.

One-Modality Systems
Single-modality systems can capture only one feature at a

time, either fingerprints or facial images. If such systems require
the capture of biometric data from a traveler’s features for which
the device is not available, the traveler must be redirected to
another system type. One-modal systems with facial capture
devices are usually found at border crossings, while systems with
fingerprint capture devices are usually found at national registry
offices. [11]

Regulation of Biometric Border Control Proce-
dures

The legal ownership of the identity documents presented by
the traveler must be established and verified using biometric data.
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Figure 1. Morph creation with the software FaceMorpher [7]

Figure 2. Face morphing attack in city hall and passport control
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Figure 3. General passport control procedure [12]

The border control process described below is the normal pro-
cess and is generally referred to as the ”first-line process.” In this
process, at least one of the described biometric processes is per-
formed for verification purposes. The process includes the fol-
lowing:

• comparison of the printed facial image on the travel docu-
ment with that of the traveler by the border guard.

• comparison of the traveler’s fingerprints concerned with the
biometric data stored by the biometric system on the digital
chip of the travel document.

• Comparing the affected traveler’s face with the facial im-
age stored by the biometric system on the travel document’s
digital chip.

• Comparing the fingerprints of the traveler concerned with
the biometric data stored in the database by the biometric
system.

• comparison of the traveler’s face concerned with the image
of the traveler’s face stored in the database by the biometric
system.

[13]

Partial Application Process (PAP)
The partial application process (PAP) is the process that

provides the specifications required for the basic biometric
processes, e.g., the capture, identification, and verification of
biometric data or the specifications required for the evaluation
processes of verification and identification. It can consist of
specific functional modules that can be used for specified
processes. PAP can also be used as a task.

Requirements

The PAP method requires that multiple lossy compressions of
facial image data within any of the specified methods are not
allowed, except initial capture by the digital camera if the camera
cannot support uncompressed image capture.

Recommendations

The only recommendation to be followed during the PAP pro-
cess is that the category of functional modules of the biometric

comparison compliance must be maintained during the sequence
checks for the verifications.
The Biometric Comparison functional module includes the mech-
anisms and algorithms to verify or identify an identity based on a
1:1 or 1:many biometric comparison between reference data and
a current biometric sample (usually a live presented image), re-
gardless of where the reference is stored (e.g., passport, ID card,
Automated Biometric Identification System (ABIS), database, ...).
[14]

PAP Automated Face Recognition
The partial application process consists of 12 steps. These

are explained below:

• The biometric test person is instructed to present his or her
face.

• The camera system is automatically configured according to
the subject’s height.

• Several faces must be recognized that appear in the detection
area.

• It is necessary that the recognition takes place during the
entire process until the facial image is captured.

• If multiple faces are detected, it is necessary to ensure that
the subject appears alone in the detection area.

• The distance between the subject and the camera system
must be determined.

• If the distance between the subject and the camera system is
unsatisfactory, a guide must be provided so that the subject
is within the optimum range.

• A time shut-off must be provided if the facial image cannot
be captured within a given time period, i.e., the capturing
process ends.

• To assess the facial image quality, a specific functional mod-
ule in the category Quality Assessment must be used.

• If the quality is not satisfactory and the timeout is not ex-
ceeded, it is possible to capture a new image. The starting
point for the timeout must be the retrieval of the first facial
image from the hardware.

• The counter receives the released facial image if the qual-
ity of the image is sufficient. Suppose the timeout is ex-
ceeded and no satisfactory image is captured. In that case,
the counter receives the best facial image selected from the
captured images according to the quality rating category’s
functional module.
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item The entire facial image acquisition process must not
take longer than ten seconds under optimal conditions
and not longer than seven seconds if the system has not de-
tected ”Presentation Attack Detection” (PAD). A presenta-
tion attack aims to undermine the facial recognition system
by presenting a biometric artifact of the face. Some of the
most popular biometric artifacts of a face include a printed
photo, electronic display of a facial photo, playback of video
through an electronic screen, and 3D face masks. [12]

Although biometrics intends to create a strong (i.e., hard to
steal) connection between a person and an authentication token,
biometric authentication scenarios are also the focus of various
identity theft schemes. Depending on the degree of difficulty and
the control system at border crossings, these are easier or harder to
bypass. The following section shows how this security gap could
easily be exploited with a real document but a false identity. [15]

Automated Passport Control (APC) at U.S.-
Borders

APC kiosks located at international airports throughout the
country make it easier for passengers to enter the United States.

Automated Passport Control (APC) is a U.S. Customs and
Border Protection (CBP) program that simplifies the entry pro-
cess for U.S. citizens, U.S. permanent residents, Canadian cit-
izens, eligible participants in the Visa Waiver Program, certain
travelers with a U.S. visa by providing an automated process
through CBP’s Primary Inspection Division. Travelers use self-
service kiosks to answer CBP inspection questions and provide
biographical information. APC is a free service, requires no pre-
registration or membership, and offers the highest level of protec-
tion when handling personal data or information. Travelers who
use APC experience shorter waiting times, less congestion, and
faster processing. [16]

Instead of filling out a paper form for the customs decla-
ration, authorized passengers can go directly to the APC kiosks
in the passport control area. Passengers are asked to scan their
passport, take a photo at the kiosk and answer a series of CBP
inspection questions to verify biographical and flight data. Once
passengers have answered the series of questions, a receipt will
be issued. Passengers then take their passport and receipt to a
CBP official to complete their inspection for entry into the United
States. At the kiosks, people who live at the same address can be
processed together. [17]

State of the Art
Ferrara (cf. [2]) introduced the morphing attack as a signifi-

cant security problem that can bypass all integrity checks (visually
by control officers and electronically by automated border control
systems, so-called ABC systems). The study illustrates that both
automated border control systems and human experts can be de-
ceived when presented with a passport containing a morphed fa-
cial image. This observation has been used as a basis for further
studies such as that of Robertson et al. (see [3]), which tested
humans’ ability to detect morphed facial images with different
degrees of morphing in different experiments. Although the test
subjects accept 50/50 morphs with alarmingly high rates as real
ID (68 % experiment 1), it is relatively easy to significantly re-
duce this error rate by a few simple instructions (to 21% in ex-

periment 2). This shows that instructions like in a training course
can improve the detectability of morphed facial images. In an-
other study, Kramer et al. (cf. [4]) show us, among other things,
how people score on the detection of morphed facial images when
they can compare them with a live video sequence of the person
being tested. In this experiment, subjects scored best when com-
pared with frame-by-frame comparisons. This result shows that
live images can contribute to better detectability. The study by
Makrushin et al. (cf. [6]) also shows that the manual process-
ing of a passport photo is the greatest weakness in the concept
of identity verification with a photo ID. It is based on a border
control situation that is as realistic as possible, in which people
should compare passport photos with moving faces with the hint
that they may be morphed facial images. For this purpose, a video
sequence of the person to be checked is shown in each case, show-
ing how this person enters the border control checkpoint. Here
too, the human being can recognize face images that have been
little morphed as such. The study concludes that both the person-
nel checking photo IDs at border crossings and staff at document
issuing points need computer-based assistance in detecting mor-
phed facial images. Whether specific training can also support,
this is the subject of this work.

Own Contribution
As numerous studies already prove [2], [3], [4], [5], [6],

humans are only conditionally able to evaluate foreign facial
photos regarding whether these are morphed or not. Especially
with professionally produced morphs that have been carefully
cleaned of image artifacts, the results are often only slightly
better than those of random guessing [19]. With the help of the
weaknesses identified in the morphing process and the training
course developed from it, this work is intended to help ID
controllers in public offices and at border controls to detect better
morphed facial images. It is based fundamentally on statements
(cf. [3]) that prove that targeted clues can improve the results of
detected morphs. For this purpose, a training course (including
solutions) for identity card inspectors will be developed, includ-
ing ten practical exercises accompanying theoretical questions.
With an introductory text, the course will introduce the dangers
of a morphing attack and should already motivate and sensitize
for this form of attack. It already deals with the substantial
dangers of applying for an identity card and passport control. In
the introduction, there will be accompanying theory. Here the
term morphing will be explained, and the morphing process will
be illustrated in detail using sample images. It will deal with
the morphing process’s steps (finding control points, alignment
through distortion). Also, the artifacts that may arise from this
will be explained and illustrated here.

In the context of this work, these artifacts are divided into
three categories:

• Artifacts, in case of deviations of the set control points due
to algorithmic imprecision or too large biometric deviations
between source and target image,

• Artifacts that can be recognized as obvious image defects
when superimposed and

• Artifacts that indicate inconsistencies in identification fea-
tures.
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Figure 4. Automated Border Control [13]

Figure 5. Identification Management with Machine-readable Passport [18]

Setting the control points has a strong influence on the qual-
ity of the final face morph. Whether the control points are set
automatically or by hand, this is where the most significant sub-
sequent errors occur. Shadows or veils are the results. [20] There-
fore, obvious image errors such as shadows and veils on hair, eyes,
ears, collar, and hairline will be illustrated in the course. Inconsis-
tencies, which can occur even in carefully edited face morphs, will
be pointed out in a detailed text. This section will raise awareness

that it is worthwhile to carry out a detailed examination of indi-
vidual parts of the face. The following section will contain ten
tasks in which the participants can answer theoretical questions
and solve practical tasks, such as defining control points in given
facial morphs. This should help to understand and practically re-
produce the process of morphing. For a better understanding, the
solutions to the practical tasks will be shown on the following
pages. This should help to react to the requirements as early as
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Figure 6. Result of the evaluation

possible and improve within the course and not only afterward
in a possible evaluation. If necessary, the solution can also give
first hints and clues for the task. The theoretical questions will
refer to the course’s theoretical part, which should be read thor-
oughly in advance. The images used in this course will be based
on the Chicago Face Database (CFD) version 2.0.3, which was
developed at the University of Chicago (see [21]). Selected fa-
cial images will be morphed with free software [7] in a 50/50 ratio
and serve as visual material for this course to illustrate the course
content. The complete training course will be found in the second
part of this paper.

Preparatory Tests and Experiments
Evaluation

To evaluate the developed training methods which were de-
signed for the future training course, a group of altogether 10 test
persons was available. Members from the family and university
environment agreed to clarify whether the course developed for
identity card inspectors can better detect morphed facial images.
Studies[2] have already proven that (without the training course)
there are no differences between trained buttocks (e.g., border
control personnel) and untrained subjects (e.g., students or pro-
fessors) in the detection of morphed facial images. This should
lead to a usable result of our evaluation, which only includes un-
trained subjects.

Methodology
The ten subjects were divided into two groups (Group A and

Group B) of 5 participants. Group A completed the designed
training course in advance, while Group B only received the in-
formation that the facial images to be evaluated could be a mor-
phing attack. Where necessary, a brief explanation was given of
what the term morphing means. Further hints, e.g., how to rec-
ognize such an attack, were not given. In the process of com-
parative control, the verification was done by a real live image.
Studies such as that conducted by Robin S. S. Kramer (cf. [4])
show that the best results were obtained by comparing a live im-

age and re-enacting a relatively real control situation. The persons
to be checked were thus in the same room as the subjects asked
to compare a facial image with the person to be checked. An-
other five persons from the university environment were selected
as persons to be examined. High-quality facial images were taken
beforehand, and these were morphed in part with facial images
from the Chicago Face Database (CFD) that matched as closely
as possible. Three high-quality morphs (in a ratio of 50/50) were
created, assigned to the respective persons whose images served
as source images here. 2 persons were assigned original passport
photos. The test persons were presented with a morphed or non-
morphed facial image in the passport photo format (3.5 cm by 4.5
cm) in 5 passes. The only aid was a folding magnifier (manufac-
turer: Jebester, Amazon for 10.99 $), as it is available to passport
inspectors, e.g., at mobile control posts in the transit area, the
passport photo, and the relevant facial details sufficiently. After
the test, persons could look at the passport photo for one minute,
the person who was to be seen on the passport photo and checked
was sent into the room. The person who was to be checked did not
know whether the examiner had a morphed facial image or not, in
order not to give any clues through a particular behavior. The ex-
aminer was allowed to instruct the person to be examined to make
certain parts of the face visible, e.g., hairline, by taking back the
hair, removing glasses, or similar. The test persons had as much
time as they considered necessary to assess whether the passport
photo presented was an original or a morph. The participants in
both groups evaluated the same picture-person combinations.

Results
Overall, the first experiments’ evaluation shows that group B

subjects (with training) performed significantly better overall than
the subjects from group A (without training). Group A correctly
evaluated only 13 of 25 facial images, while group B correctly
evaluated 21 of 25 facial images. At the end of the evaluation
process, the subjects could indicate whether they accepted or re-
jected a picture. Fig. 6 shows a graphic representation of the
results.
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It was also observed that group B subjects gave the persons
to be examined more instructions to make certain parts of their
faces visible than the subjects from group A, who hardly gave
any instructions. This indicates that the training course sensitized
the subjects to look closer and compare facial details.

Conclusion and future work
The first part of this work shows that a training course for

identity card inspectors can improve morphed facial images’ de-
tectability. Care was taken to ensure that the test environment was
as realistic as possible, as it would be in the citizens’ office or at
the border crossing. It must be noted that this small number of
test persons does not provide a reliable result and only a rough
outlook on what the created training course in part two of this
work can achieve.

The second part of this work will include a complete training
course for passport control officers in the citizens’ office and at
border controls. It will also be tested on test candidates, and its
evaluation and effectiveness will be discussed.

Future work could also, for example, take up this procedure,
modify it appropriately, and evaluate it with more participants.
The training course could also be extended quantitatively (rep-
etition) by further theoretical questions and practical exercises.
The special requirements for morphed facial images of children,
which usually change faster than those of adults due to natural
growth, also remain investigated. Here, unique teaching methods
would be necessary to train ID controllers and protect children
from abuse and abduction. The main problem here is that there
is no compulsory attendance for children under ten years of age
when applying for an ID card.

All in all, it can be concluded that in the event of discrep-
ancies or error messages in the system, it is ultimately human
personnel who decide whether the person in the passport photo is
also the person who is to acquire an ID document or pass through
a border crossing. This is why it is so important to have trained
operators here.
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